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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we present a generalization of the two phasemethod to solvemulti-objective
integer programmes with p > 2 objectives. We apply the method to the assignment prob-
lem with three objectives.
We have recently proposed an algorithm for the first phase, computing all supported
efficient solutions. The second phase consists in the definition and the exploration of the
search area inside ofwhich nonsupported nondominated pointsmay exist. This search area
is not defined by trivial geometric constructions in themulti-objective case, and is therefore
difficult to describe and to explore. The lower and upper bound sets introduced by Ehrgott
and Gandibleux in 2001 are used as a basis for this description.
Experimental results on the three-objective assignment problem where we use a
ranking algorithm to explore the search area show the efficiency of the method.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The two phase method was first introduced by Ulungu and Teghem [1]. It is a general method for solving multi-
objective combinatorial optimization (MOCO) problems, although it has never been applied for problems with more than
two objectives.
In Phase 1 supported efficient solutions are found. Phase 1 is based on Geoffrion’s theorem [2] that all (properly) efficient
solutions of convexmulti-objective programmes are precisely the optimal solutions ofweighted sumproblemswith positive
weights.
In Phase 2 nonsupported efficient solutions are found, usually using enumerative methods. To that end, information
from supported nondominated points generated in Phase 1 is used to determine a search area in objective space that is
guaranteed to contain all nonsupported nondominated points. In the bi-objective case, the search area consists of triangles
defined by two consecutive supported efficient solutions. To search for nonsupported efficient solutions in an effective
manner, lower bounds, upper bounds, reduced costs, etc. can be employed. The method has been applied to a number of
bi-objective problems, e.g. assignment [3,1], network flow [4,5], knapsack [6], and spanning tree [7].
Most often the method uses efficient algorithms for single objective versions of the problem. Because such algorithms
are problem specific it is necessary to preserve constraint structure of the problem throughout the solution procedure. It
is therefore, for example, not possible to add constraints on objective function values as is done in other multi-objective
integer programming methods, e.g., [8,9], see also [10] for a discussion of the difficulty of solving scalarized MOIPs.
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Despite the fact that most of the exact methods which are able to generate a complete set are some modifications of the
two phase method, no generalization to more than two objectives which follows the original idea has been proposed. The
main reasons are that neither the computation of the supported efficient solutions nor the reduction of the search area using
the supported nondominated points are trivial.
In this paper we develop such an extension of the two phase method to solve multi-objective integer linear programmes
min{(z1(x), . . . , zp(x)) = Cx : x ∈ X}, (MOIP)
where p = 2 and C ∈ Rp×n. X denotes the set of feasible solutions of the problem and is defined by
X = {x ∈ Zn : Ax 5 b, x = 0},
where A ∈ Rm×n and b ∈ Rm. We call Rn decision space (X ⊂ Rn) and Rp objective space. Y := {Cx : x ∈ X} ⊂ Rp is called
the feasible set in objective space or the outcome set.
To compare vectors we adopt the following notation. Let y1, y2 ∈ Rp. We write y1 5 y2 if y1k 5 y2k for k = 1, . . . , p,
y1 ≤ y2 if y1 5 y2 and y1 6= y2, and y1 < y2 if y1k < y2k for k = 1, . . . , p. We define Rp= := {x ∈ Rp : x = 0} and analogously
Rp≥ and Rp>.
For S ⊂ Rn we denote by clS the closure of S and by Sc = Rp \ S the complement of S. S is called Rp=-closed if S + Rp= is
closed and Rp=-bounded if there exists s
0 ∈ Rp such that S ⊂ s0 + Rp=. We denote SN := {s ∈ S : (s − Rp=) ∩ S = {s}}. For
k ∈ {1, . . . , p}we denote by ek the kth unit vector.
Wemake the general assumption that there is no feasible solution x ∈ X whichminimizes all p objectives simultaneously.
Definition 1. A feasible solution xˆ ∈ X is efficient if there does not exist any other feasible solution x ∈ X such that
z(x) ≤ z(xˆ). z(xˆ) is then called a nondominated point. If x, x′ ∈ X are such that z(x) ≤ z(x′) we say that x dominates x′
and z(x) dominates z(x′). If z(x) = z(x′), x and x′ are equivalent. YN denotes the set of all nondominated points of Y and XE
denotes the set of efficient solutions (see Definition 2).
It is necessary to distinguish two types of efficient solutions.
• Supported efficient solutions are optimal solutions of a weighted sum single-objective problem
min
{
p∑
k=1
λkzk(x) : x ∈ X
}
(Pλ)
for some λ ∈ Rp>. The set of supported efficient solutions is denoted XSE . The images of supported efficient solutions,
the supported nondominated points YSN , are located on the boundary of the convex hull conv Y of Y , i.e., they are
nondominated points of (conv Y )+ Rp=.
• Nonsupported efficient solutions XNE are efficient solutions that are not optimal solutions of (Pλ) for any λ ∈ Rp>.
Nonsupported nondominated points YNN are located in the interior of conv Y . No theoretical characterisationwhich leads
directly to a procedure for the computation of the nonsupported efficient solutions is known.
In addition we can distinguish two classes of supported efficient solutions.
• The objective vectors z(x) of extremal supported efficient solutions are located on the vertex set of conv Y . The
corresponding points in objective space are called nondominated extreme points. We use the notation XSE1 and YSN1 in
decision and objective space, respectively.
• For all other x ∈ XSE , z(x) is located in the relative interior of a face of conv Y . For such an x, there exist x1, x2 ∈ XSE and
α ∈]0, 1[ such that z(x) = αz(x1)+ (1− α)z(x2). We refer to these solutions and points by XSE2 and YSN2, respectively.
Due to the existence of equivalent solutions specific subsets of XE can be classified.
Definition 2. 1. [11] A complete set XE is a set of efficient solutions such that all x ∈ X \ XE are either dominated by or
equivalent to at least one x′ ∈ XE . I.e., for each nondominated point y ∈ YN there exists at least one x ∈ XE such that
z(x) = y.
2. [11] A minimal complete set XEm is a complete set without equivalent solutions. Any complete set contains a minimal
complete set.
3. Themaximal complete set XEM is the complete set including all equivalent solutions, i.e all x ∈ X \ XEM are dominated.
Supported and nonsupported efficient solutions can also be classified using Definition 2. Thuswe can talk about complete
sets of supported and nonsupported efficient solutions as well as minimal and maximal complete sets of supported and
nonsupported efficient solutions XSEm , XNEm , XSEM , and XNEM . For algorithms to solve MOIPs it is important to clearly specify
what class of efficient solutions are found because the problems of finding different classes of efficient solutions are
considerably different, e.g. finding XSEm is much simpler than finding XEM .
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In this paper we use the assignment problem with three objectives to illustrate our methods and we will propose
an algorithm for the exact solution (finding a minimal or maximal complete set) of this problem. The three-objective
assignment problem (3AP) is defined as follows.
min zk(x)=
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
ckijxij k = 1, 2, 3
n∑
i=1
xij = 1 j = 1, . . . , n
n∑
j=1
xij = 1 i = 1, . . . , n
xij ∈ {0, 1} i, j = 1, . . . , n
(3AP)
where all objective function coefficients ckij are non-negative integers and x = (x11, . . . , xnn) is the matrix of decision
variables.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the main difficulties in the extension of the two
phase method from two to three objectives. In Section 3, a new description of the search area in Phase 2 is proposed, and
a way to explore it is next described in Section 4. General upper bound values usable for this exploration are derived from
the bi-objective case in Section 5. Finally, the exploration of the search area is specialized to the three-objective assignment
problem in Section 6 and experimental results are shown in Section 7.
2. The two phase method: from two to three objectives
In our multi-objective two phase method we follow the scheme of the original bi-objective method by Ulungu and
Teghem [1]. In Phase 1we compute a complete set of supported efficient solutions.We have discussed this procedure in [12].
Starting with a suitable subset of nondominated extreme points {y1, . . . , yk}, our algorithm computes the subsetsW 0(yi) of
W 0 = {λ ∈ Rp> :
∑p
k=1 λk = 1} for which yi attainsminimal values of 〈λ, y〉 over Y . This is done by computing the boundary
of each setW 0(yi), and allows to discover new nondominated extreme points y. The procedure stops whenW 0(y) does not
change for any y. At that stage a complete set YSN1 is known.
Finally, our algorithm not only computes all nondominated extreme points but also the corresponding partition of the
weight setW 0. This fact is used to determine appropriate weight vectors to obtain the set YSN (with the maximal complete
set XSEM ) by enumeration as well as the faces of conv Y defined by the nondominated extreme points.
Next we illustrate the problems of generalizing the second phase to three objectives. Let us assume that at conclusion of
Phase 1 for a bi-objective problem we have YSN = {y1, . . . , yr}. Then yi1 < yi+11 and yi2 > yi+12 for all i = 1, . . . , r − 1. Such
a natural order of nondominated points does not exist for p = 3 objectives, causing a number of difficulties.
• In the bi-objective case all maximal nondominated faces of conv Y have dimension 1. The normals to these facets define
search directions for nonsupported nondominated points or weights for (Pλ) problems when ranking methods are used
in Phase 2 as in [3]. For p > 2 these maximal nondominated faces can have any dimension between 1 and p− 1 and the
normals are not well defined.
• It is clear that YN ⊂ yN − Rp=, where yN is the nadir point defined by
yNk := maxy∈YN yk; k = 1, . . . , p.
In the bi-objective case yN = (y12, yr1), i.e., it is defined by the two lexicographically optimal points and known after
Phase 1. In problems with p = 3 objectives this is no longer the case [13]. Indeed, it is not even determined by YSN , and
therefore in general not known after Phase 1.
Example 1. Consider the following instance of the assignment problem with three objectives
C1 =
( 6 3 12
13 17 10
9 14 16
)
, C2 =
(10 18 15
19 7 12
11 16 14
)
, and C3 =
(12 8 7
19 18 15
2 10 0
)
.
The set of efficient solutions is
– x1 with x12 = x23 = x31 = 1 and objective point y1 = (22, 41, 25),
– x2 with x13 = x22 = x31 = 1 and objective point y2 = (38, 33, 27),
– x3 with x11 = x22 = x33 = 1 and objective point y3 = (39, 31, 30),
– x4 with x11 = x23 = x32 = 1 and objective point y4 = (30, 38, 37).
Points y1, y2 and y3 are supported, and y4 is nonsupported. Only one maximal face of conv Y of dimension 2 is defined
by y1, y2 and y3. The maximal entries of all supported nondominated points yield yN ′ = (39, 41, 30) and not the nadir
point yN = (39, 41, 37).
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Other heuristics to determine the nadir point may underestimate yN and are not useful to limit the search area in an
exact two phase method.
• The nadir point is usually ‘‘far away’’ from the nondominated points. To limit the exploration in the bi-objective case, it
is usual to use local nadir points. For any set YP ⊂ Y a local nadir point yNP is defined by yNPk := max{yk : y ∈ YP} for
k = 1, . . . , p. In the bi-objective case using YP = {yi, yi+1} for i = 1, . . . , r − 1 yields a search area because
YN ⊂
(
conv YSN + R2=
)
∩
r−1⋃
i=1
(
(yi+11 , y
i
2)− R2=
)
. (1)
As Example 1 shows, we cannot use extreme points of facets of conv YSN for p = 3 analogously, even if conv YSN has only
a single nondominated facet.
3. The search area
Since we cannot use local nadir points to limit the search area we use a set of points defined globally.
Definition 3 ([14]).
1. A lower bound set L for YN is an R
p
=-closed and R
p
=-bounded set L ⊂ Rp such that YN ⊂ L+ Rp= and L ⊂ (L+ Rp=)N .
2. Anupper bound setU forYN is anR
p
=-closed andR
p
=-bounded setU ⊂ Rp such thatYN ⊂ cl[(U+Rp=)c] andU ⊂ (U+Rp=)N .
Ehrgott and Gandibleux [14] show that L = (conv YSN)N is a lower bound set for YN . Any set of feasible points U that does
not contain yi, yj with yi ≤ yj or yj ≤ yi is an upper bound set for YN , in particular U = YSN is an upper bound set. Both L and
U are obtained in Phase 1. Consequently, the search area can be defined by(
L+ Rp=
) \ (U + Rp>) . (2)
However, this description is difficult to use in algorithms. In the bi-objective case the search area (2) consists of triangles
with corner points yi, yi+1 and (yi+11 , y
i
2), i = 1, . . . , r − 1, i.e. it is equivalently described by (1). This description of the
search area using local nadir points is more convenient than (2) for two reasons. The search area is not explored globally
but with several local explorations (of a triangle), and the partition of the search area clearly appears in (1). Moreover, the
local nadir points are also used to compute upper bound values in each local exploration.
Next we prove an equivalent description of the search area (2) in a multi-objective context. To do this, we determine
a set of points D(U) such that (L + Rp=) \ (U + Rp>) = (L + Rp=) ∩ (D(U) − Rp=). The set D(U) plays the same role in a
multi-objective context as the local nadir points in the bi-objective context.
Definition 4. Let U ⊂ Y be a set of feasible points that does not contain y1, y2 with y1 ≤ y2 or y2 ≤ y1. Let D(U) ⊂ Rp be
the set of points of maximal cardinality that satisfy
(i) for all  ∈ Rp>, u−  is not dominated by any point in U and
(ii) there does not exist v ∈ Rp satisfying condition (i) with u ≤ v.
An illustration of conditions (i)–(ii) is given in Fig. 1. Obviously, in the bi-objective case the set D(U) is the set of local
nadir points. Proposition 1 shows that D(U) provides the desired description of the search area.
Proposition 1.
(
L+ Rp=
) \ (U + Rp>) = (L+ Rp=) ∩⋃u∈D(U) (u− Rp=) .
Proof. Suppose y 6∈ U + Rp>. Then for all  ∈ Rp>, y −  is not dominated by any point in U , i.e. y satisfies condition (i) of
Definition 4. Thus, either y ∈ D(U) or there exists v ∈ D(U)with y ≤ v. In both cases y ∈⋃u∈D(U)(u− Rp=).
Suppose there exists y ∈ ⋃u∈D(U)(u − Rp=) and that u < y for some u ∈ U . Then y does not satisfy condition (i) of
Definition 4. This implies no v ∈ Rpwith y ≤ v satisfies this condition. In particular, there exists u ∈ D(U)with y ∈ (u−Rp=).
This gives a contradiction because u ∈ D(U) and u does not satisfy condition (i) of Definition 4. Therefore the assumption
that there exists u ∈ U with u < y is false and y 6∈ U + Rp>. 
In the following, we propose a procedure to compute D(U). Suppose D(Q ) is known for some Q ⊂ U . For y ∈ U \ Q we
need to determine D(Q ∪ {y}). Initially, D(∅) = {(∞, . . . ,∞)} or D(∅) = {yN}.
Lemma 1. Let Q ⊂ U ⊂ Y , where U does not contain two points y1, y2 with y1 ≤ y2 or y2 ≤ y1. Let y ∈ U \ Q and let
W = {u ∈ D(Q ) : y < u}. Then
(i) for all u ∈ D(Q ) \W, u ∈ D(Q ∪ {y});
(ii) for all u ∈ W, u 6∈ D(Q ∪ {y});
(iii) for all u ∈ W let uk = (u1, . . . , uk−1, yk, uk+1, . . . , up), k = 1, . . . , p. Then for all k ∈ {1, . . . , p}, uk satisfies condition (i)
of Definition 4 and there does not exist v ∈ (u − Rp≥) satisfying condition (i) of Definition 4 with ui ≤ v (see Fig. 2 for an
illustration with three objectives).
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Fig. 1. Illustration of Conditions (i)–(ii) of Definition 4.
Fig. 2. y < u and u1 , u2 and u3 are the only points that satisfy condition (i) and that may verify condition (ii) of Definition 4 in (u− R3≥).
Proof. (i) Let u ∈ D(Q ) \W . The result follows directly from the fact that u−  is not dominated by y, for any  ∈ Rp>.
(ii) Let u ∈ W and  = 12 (mink∈{1,...,p}(uk − yk))
∑p
k=1 ek. Then u−  is dominated by y, so u 6∈ D(Q ∪ {y}).
(iii) Let u ∈ W and uk, k = 1, . . . , p, defined as above. Then for all  ∈ Rp>, uk−  = u− (uk− yk)ek−  is not dominated by
y, so it is not dominated by any point of Q ∪ {y}. Therefore uk satisfies condition (i) of Definition 4. Let k, j ∈ {1, . . . , p}
and α ∈ R>, let vj = uk + αej then if j = k, vj −∑pi=1 α2 ei is dominated by y, and if j 6= k, vj 6∈ (u− Rp=). 
We note that for all u ∈ D(Q ) such that y ≤ uwithout having y < u it holds that u ∈ D(Q ∪ {y}). Indeed, for all  ∈ Rp>,
u−  is not dominated by y and u still verifies condition (i) of Definition 4.
Proposition 2. Let Q ⊂ U, where U is a set of feasible points that does not contain two points y1, y2 with y1 ≤ y2 or y2 ≤ y1.
Let y ∈ U \ Q and let W defined as in Lemma 1. Then
D(Q ∪ {y}) = (D(Q ) \W ) ∪
⋃
u∈W
p⋃
k=1
{uk : there is no v 6= u ∈ D(Q ) with uk ≤ v}
where uk = (u1, . . . , uk−1, yk, uk+1, . . . , up) for k = 1, . . . , p.
Proof. Using (i) of Lemma 1 implies that (D(Q ) \W ) ⊂ D(Q ∪ {y}). Using (ii)–(iii) of Lemma 1 implies that (D(Q ∪ {y}) \
(D(Q )\W )) ⊆⋃u∈W ⋃pk=1{uk}. It remains to determinewhich points of⋃u∈W ⋃pk=1{uk} satisfy condition (ii) of Definition 4.
Let u ∈ W and k ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Suppose that there exists v ∈ D(Q ) such that uk ≤ v. There are two cases because either
v ∈ D(Q ∪ {y}) (v 6∈ W ) or not (v ∈ W ). In the former case it is obvious that uk does not satisfy condition (ii) of Definition 4.
In the latter case v yields new points vj, j = 1, . . . , p and Lemma 1 implies that these points also verify condition (i) of
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Definition 4. Since uk ≤ vk, uk does not verify condition (ii) of Definition 4. We suppose now that there does not exists
v ∈ D(Q ) such that uk ≤ v. Then there are no points v ∈ D(Q ∪ {y}) such that uk ≤ v, and uk verifies condition (ii) of
Definition 4. 
Note that if we know the ideal point yI = (yI1, . . . , yIp) it is clear that for any point ofD(Q )with an entry identical to yI the
only feasible points in (u−Rp=) are points minimizing one objective and are obtained in Phase 1. Such points are not useful
in the description of the search area. In particular, the ideal point is given by the supported nondominated points [13].
Proposition 2 provides the update procedure of Algorithm 2. Considering the points u ∈ D(Q ) one by one, we test if
y < u. This implies that u ∈ W , and that wemust consider the points {u1, . . . , up}. If uk has no identical entry with the ideal
point and there is no v 6= u ∈ D(Q ) with uk ≤ v then uk is added to N , the set of new points of D(Q ∪ {y}). By application
of Proposition 2, we have D(Q ∪ {y}) = (D(Q ) \W ) ∪ N .
Algorithm 1 procedure computeUBS
Parameters ↓ : A set of feasible points U , the nadir point yN , the ideal point yI
Parameters ↑ : The set D(U)
--| Initialization of the upper bound set
--| Q is a subset of U
Q ← ∅
D(Q )← {yN}
--| Computation of D(U) by considering the points of U one by one
for all y in U do
updateUBS(y ↓, yI ↓, D(Q ) ↓, D(Q ∪ {y}) ↑)
Q ← Q ∪ {y}
end for
Comment. In the algorithms, the symbols ↓, ↑ and l specify the transmission mode of a parameter to a procedure; they
correspond respectively to the mode IN, OUT and IN OUT. The symbol --|marks the beginning of a comment line.
Algorithm 2 procedure updateUBS
Parameters ↓ : A feasible point y, a set D(Q ), the ideal point yI
Parameters ↑ : Updated set D(Q ∪ {y})
--| In the following,W is the set of points in D(Q ) \ D(Q ∪ {y})
--| N is the set of points in D(Q ∪ {y}) \ D(Q )
W ← ∅
N ← ∅
--| Comparison of ywith each point u in D(Q )
for all u in D(Q ) do
--| Application of Proposition 2
if y < u then
W ← W ∪ {u}
--| In the following uk = (u1, . . . , uk−1, yk, uk+1, . . . , up)
for k = 1 to p do
if (yk = yIk) or (∃v 6= u ∈ D(Q ) such that uk ≤ v) then
--| nothing to do here
else
N ← N ∪ {uk}
end if
end for
end if
end for
D(Q ∪ {y})← (D(Q ) \W ) ∪ N
After Phase 1 we know all supported nondominated points. Since YSN is an upper bound set, we can compute D(YSN) to
define the search area in objective space. Note that if we do not know the nadir point some points of D(YSN)will necessary
have an undetermined entry∞. In fact, it is possible to initialize the procedure with D(∅) = {(∞, . . . ,∞)} instead of
D(∅) = {yN}.
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Fig. 3. Partition ofW 0 defined by nondominated extreme points.
Example 2. Let us consider the three-objective assignment problem with the cost matrices
C1 =
2 5 4 73 3 5 73 8 4 2
6 5 2 5
 , C2 =
3 3 6 25 3 7 35 2 7 4
4 6 3 5
 and C3 =
4 2 5 35 3 4 34 3 5 2
6 4 7 3
 .
With the algorithm of Przybylski et al. [12] we compute the set of nondominated extreme points and the faces of conv Y
they define using the partition of the weight set. The supported efficient solutions are
• x1 with x11 = x22 = x34 = x43 = 1 and objective point y1 = (9, 13, 16).
• x2 with x11 = x24 = x32 = x43 = 1 and objective point y2 = (19, 11, 17).
• x3 with x12 = x23 = x31 = x44 = 1 and objective point y3 = (18, 20, 13).
• x4 with x11 = x23 = x34 = x42 = 1 and objective point y4 = (14, 20, 14).
• x5 with x11 = x23 = x32 = x44 = 1 and objective point y5 = (20, 17, 14).
Fig. 3 shows the partition of the weight set obtained with these points.
The weight set decomposition allows to find appropriate weights for the enumeration of non-extremal supported
nondominated points [12]. It also determines faces of conv Y where these pointsmay exist. In this example no non-extremal
supported nondominated point is found. The set conv Y has three nondominated faces.
• The face of dimension 2 given by the face {( 129 , 1558 )} of dimension 0 in the weight set and defined by the extreme points
(9, 13, 16), (20, 17, 14) and (18, 20, 13) in the outcome set.
• The face of dimension 2 given by the face {( 738 , 338 )} of dimension 0 in the weight set and defined by the extreme points
(9, 13, 16), (18, 20, 13) and (14, 20, 14) in the outcome set.
• The face of dimension 1 given by the face of dimension 1 in the weight set the middle of which is ( 112 , 712 ) and which is
defined by the extreme points (9, 13, 16) and (19, 11, 17) in the outcome set.
By complete enumeration of all feasible solutions we can obtain all nonsupported efficient solutions for this small
example. They are
• x6 with x11 = x22 = x33 = x44 = 1 and objective point y6 = (14, 18, 15).
• x7 with x12 = x23 = x34 = x41 = 1 and objective point y7 = (18, 18, 14).
Thus, the nadir point is yN = (20, 20, 17), however, in practice, we do not know it.
Initially, D(Q ) is given by {(∞,∞,∞)} and Q = ∅. To compute D(YSN), we will add the points of YSN to Q one by one.
From YSN we get the ideal point yI = (9, 11, 13).
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• We consider the supported point
(
19
11
17
)
. Since
(
19
11
17
)
<
(∞
∞
∞
)
we get W =
{(∞
∞
∞
)}
. Considering the points
(
19
∞
∞
)
,(∞
11
∞
)
,
(∞
∞
17
)
we see that
(∞
11
∞
)
has an identical entry with the ideal point, so
D
(
Q ∪
{(19
11
17
)})
=
(
D(Q ) \
{(∞
∞
∞
)})
∪
{(19
∞
∞
)
,
(∞
∞
17
)}
.
We set Q ← Q ∪
{(
19
11
17
)}
and obtain D(Q ) =
{(
19
∞
∞
)
,
(∞
∞
17
)}
.
• We consider the supported point
(
9
13
16
)
. Since
(
9
13
16
)
<
(
19
∞
∞
)
and
(
9
13
16
)
<
(∞
∞
17
)
we have W =
{(
19
∞
∞
)
,
(∞
∞
17
)}
. Thus
we consider the points
(
9
∞
∞
)
,
(
19
13
∞
)
,
(
19
∞
16
)
, and
(
9
∞
17
)
,
(∞
13
17
)
,
(∞
∞
16
)
. Because
(
19
∞
16
)
≤
(∞
∞
17
)
,
(
9
∞
∞
)
and
(
9
∞
17
)
have an
identical entry with the ideal point we obtain
D
(
Q ∪
{( 9
13
16
)})
=
(
D(Q ) \
{(19
∞
∞
)
,
(∞
∞
17
)})
∪
{(19
13
∞
)
,
(∞
13
17
)
,
(∞
∞
16
)}
.
We set Q ← Q ∪
{(
9
13
16
)}
so that D(Q ) =
{(
19
13
∞
)
,
(∞
13
17
)
,
(∞
∞
16
)}
.
• Considering the supported point
(
20
17
14
)
we have
(
20
17
14
)
<
(∞
∞
16
)
and W =
{(∞
∞
16
)}
. We consider the points
(
20
∞
16
)
,(∞
17
16
)
,
(∞
∞
14
)
which leads to no deletion. Thus
D
(
Q ∪
{(20
17
14
)})
=
(
D(Q ) \
{(∞
∞
16
)})
∪
{(20
∞
16
)
,
(∞
17
16
)
,
(∞
∞
14
)}
.
With Q ← Q ∪
{(
20
17
14
)}
we get D(Q ) =
{(
19
13
∞
)
,
(∞
13
17
)
,
(
20
∞
16
)
,
(∞
17
16
)
,
(∞
∞
14
)}
.
• Considering the supported point
(
18
20
13
)
we see that
(
18
20
13
)
<
(
20
∞
16
)
and
(
18
20
13
)
<
(∞
∞
14
)
. ThusW ←
{(
20
∞
16
)
,
(∞
∞
14
)}
. Nextwe
consider the points
(
18
∞
16
)
,
(
20
20
16
)
,
(
20
∞
13
)
, and
(
18
∞
14
)
,
(∞
20
14
)
,
(∞
∞
13
)
. Since
(
18
∞
14
)
≤
(
20
∞
16
)
,
(
20
∞
13
)
and
(∞
∞
13
)
have an identical
entry with the ideal point
D
(
Q ∪
{(18
20
13
)})
=
(
D(Q ) \
{(20
∞
16
)
,
(∞
∞
14
)})
∪
{(18
∞
16
)
,
(20
20
16
)
,
(∞
20
14
)}
Q ← Q ∪
{(
18
20
13
)}
yields D(Q ) =
{(
19
13
∞
)
,
(∞
13
17
)
,
(∞
17
16
)
,
(
18
∞
16
)
,
(
20
20
16
)
,
(∞
20
14
)}
.
• For the supported point
(
14
20
14
)
, we have
(
14
20
14
)
<
(
18
∞
16
)
so thatW =
{(
18
∞
16
)}
. Thus, we consider
(
14
∞
16
)
,
(
18
20
16
)
,
(
18
∞
14
)
. Since(
18
20
16
)
≤
(
20
20
16
)
we obtain
D
(
Q ∪
{(14
20
14
)})
=
(
D(Q ) \
{(18
∞
16
)})
∪
{(14
∞
16
)
,
(18
∞
14
)}
.
For Q ← Q ∪
{(
14
20
14
)}
we finally have Q = YSN and
D(YSN) =
{(19
13
∞
)
,
(∞
13
17
)
,
(∞
17
16
)
,
(20
20
16
)
,
(∞
20
14
)
,
(14
∞
16
)
,
(18
∞
14
)}
.
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Fig. 4. The search area is naturally partitioned in the bi-objective case.
In case the nadir point is known the procedure of computing D(YSN) can be started with D(∅) = {yN} =
{(
20
20
17
)}
. Then
we get D(YSN) =
{(
20
13
17
)
,
(
20
20
16
)}
.
In the bi-objective case the search area (1) is the union of disjoint triangles. We shall use Example 2 to see that there is
no analogy to this for problems with p = 3 objectives. To simplify the discussion we shall assume that the nadir point is
known.
Example 2 (Continued). According to Proposition 1 the search area is(
(conv YSN)N + R3=
)
∩
(
D(YSN)− R3=
)
.
Let F1 be the facet of conv YSN defined by nondominated extreme points (9, 13, 16), (20, 17, 14) and (18, 20, 13) and let
F2 be the facet defined by (9, 13, 16), (18, 20, 13) and (14, 20, 14).
The intersection of ((20, 13, 17)−R3=)with ((conv YSN)N+R3=) has extreme points (9, 13, 17), (20, 11, 17), (20, 13, 63441 ).
The first and the second point are not located on any face of (conv YSN)N and the third point is located on face F2.
The intersection of ((20, 20, 16) − R3=) with ((conv YSN)N + R3=) has extreme points (9, 20, 16), (20, 17315 , 16) and
(20, 20, 13). The first and the third point are not located on any face of (conv YSN)N and the second point is located on
face F2.
This shows that the easy description of the search area by triangles in the bi-objective case does not carry over to p = 3
objectives. More importantly, ((20, 20, 16)−R3≥)∩ ((conv YSN)N +R3=) and ((20, 13, 17)−R3≥)∩ ((conv YSN)N +R3=) have
a non-empty intersection. Therefore, redundant exploration is difficult to avoid.
Intuitively, the search area is naturally partitioned in the bi-objective case because of the natural order of nondominated
points (Fig. 4). This is no longer true with more than two objectives because local nadir points cannot be used to describe
the search area, which is larger (Fig. 5).
In the general case, where the nadir point is unknown, Example 2 suggests that most of the points of D(YSN) have infinite
entries. However, experiments have shown that this is only true for small instances. We show that no point in D(U) has
more than p− 2 infinite entries.
Proposition 3. Suppose that for each objective U contains one point whichminimizes it. Then there is no point in D(U)withmore
than p− 2 infinite entries.
Proof. Suppose that D(U) contains a point with only one entry that is different from∞. Without loss of generality this
point is (u1,∞, . . . ,∞). Let y1 ∈ U be a point that minimizes the first objective. Either y1 < (u1,∞, . . . ,∞) or not.
In the former case Proposition 2 implies that (u1,∞, . . . ,∞) is replaced by one of the points (u1, y12,∞, . . . ,∞), . . . ,
(u1,∞, . . . ,∞, y1p). In the latter caseu1 is also the first entry in the ideal point and (u1,∞, . . . ,∞) is deleted fromD(U). 
Of course, Proposition 3 implies that for a problemwith three objectives D(YSN) does not contain a point with more than
one infinite entry. Next, we analyse the cause of the infinite entries.
Let us consider a problem P with p objectives and let U ⊂ Y be a set of feasible points that does not contain two points
y1, y2 with y1 ≤ y2 or y2 ≤ y1. Let I ⊂ {1, . . . , p} with |I| = 2 and let PI be the problem defined by the objectives indexed
by I . We define the following sets:
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Fig. 5. The search area with more than two objectives.
• UI ⊂ R|I| is the set of points obtained by projecting U to R|I|, i.e. entries the index of which are not in I are deleted.
• U¯I is the nondominated subset of UI in R|I|.
• UPI ⊂ U is the set of points obtained from the points of U¯I by restoring the original entries for the objectives in{1, . . . , p} \ I .
• DP(U¯I) ⊂ Rp is the set defined by the points of D(U¯I) ⊂ R|I| with infinite entries for all objectives in {1, . . . , p} \ I .
Lemma 2 below shows the relationship between DP(U¯I) and D(U).
Lemma 2. DP(U¯I) ⊂ D(U).
Proof. Let u ∈ DP(U¯I). Then for all  ∈ Rp>, u −  is not dominated by any point of UPI . Suppose that there exists  ∈ Rp>
with u−  dominated by a point v in U \UPI . Then by deleting the entries of u−  and v with index not in I we obtain points
(u− )I and vI such that vI 5 (u− )I . This implies that vI is not dominated by any point of U¯I and thus vI ∈ U¯I , which is a
contradiction. So u satisfies condition (i) for D(U). Condition (ii) is naturally satisfied since u is constructed from a subset of
U and with infinite entries. 
Lemma 2 implies the following propositions.
Proposition 4. For all I ⊂ {1, . . . , p} with |I| = 2, there exists at least one point in D(U) with finite entries in the components
indexed by I and infinite entries otherwise.
Proposition 5. The objective points of problem P corresponding to all efficient solutions of PI that are also efficient solutions of
P are located in
⋃
u∈DI (U)(u− Rp=) where DI(U) = {u ∈ D(U) : ui = ∞ for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p} \ I}.
Example 2 (Continued). We illustrate Propositions 4 and 5 on Example 2. There are three bi-objective problems with
I = {1, 2}, I = {1, 3} and I = {2, 3}, respectively.
• The objective points for problem P of the efficient solutions of problem P{1,2} are (9, 13, 16) and (19, 11, 17). Both points
are located in ((19, 13,∞)− R3=).
• The objective points for problem P of the efficient solutions of problem P{1,3} are (9, 13, 16), (14, 20, 14) and (18, 20, 13).
All these points are located in ((14,∞, 16)− Rp=) ∪ ((18,∞, 14)− Rp=).• The objective points for problem P of the efficient solutions of problem P{2,3} are (9, 13, 16), (20, 17, 14), (19, 11, 17)
and (18, 20, 13). All these points are located in ((∞, 13, 17)− Rp=) ∪ ((∞, 17, 16)− Rp=) ∪ ((∞, 20, 14)− Rp=).
In the next section, we will show that in order to explore the part of search area defined by points of D(YSN) with
infinite entries, the solution of the p subproblems with p− 1 objectives is necessary. In that case, we can use the following
fundamental result.
Theorem 1 ([13]). Let Y p−1N denote the set of nondominated points of P given by all efficient solutions of the p problems P{1,...,p}\{k}
with p− 1 objectives. Then the nadir point yN = (yN1 , . . . , yNp ) is given by
yNk = max{yk : y ∈ Y p−1N }, k ∈ {1, . . . , p}.
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4. Exploration of the search area
Let Y¯ = YSN such that D(Y¯ ) describes the search area as in Proposition 1. In particular YN ⊂ ⋃u∈D(Y¯ )(u − Rp=). In the
following let UP be the set of points delimiting the part of the search area that remains to be explored, i.e.,
⋃
u∈UP(u− Rp=).
Initially UP = D(Y¯ ). Next we explain how to use the facets of (conv YSN)N to reduce the search area.
We compute the distance between all points of UP that do not have an infinite entry and all hyperplanes corresponding
to facets of (conv YSN)N . The points with an infinite entry will be dealt with separately. Recall that the distance between a
point u and a hyperplane h is
dist(u, h) = λ1u1 + λ2u2 + · · · + λpup + α√
λ21 + λ22 + · · · + λ2p
,
where u = (u1, u2, . . . , up) and λ1z1 + λ2z2 + · · · + λpzp + α = 0 is the equation of the hyperplane h.
For each point u of UP we must explore (u − Rp=). Analogous to the bi-objective case described in [3] we propose to
explore a band between a facet of (conv YSN)N and the point u. However, the association of u and a facet of (conv YSN)N is not
as obvious as in the bi-objective case. Since in the worst case it will be necessary to explore the complete band we propose
to use the slimmest band, i.e. we associate uwith the facet of (conv YSN)N which is closest to the point u. The band is defined
by the hyperplane containing this facet and the parallel hyperplane containing u.
Let H be the set of hyperplanes given by the facets of (conv YSN)N . For each u ∈ UP let h(u) be the closest hyperplane
to u. Let Hp = {h ∈ H : h = h(u) for some u ∈ UP} be the set of hyperplanes selected for potential exploration. It is not
necessarily true that H = Hp and there may be u 6= v with h(u) = h(v). For all h ∈ Hp let UP(h) = {u ∈ UP : h(u) = h} and
Val(h) = max{dist(u, h) : u ∈ UP(h)}. The hyperplane h∗ ∈ Hp with minh∈Hp Val(h) = Val(h∗) is chosen for the exploration
of
⋃
u∈UP(h∗)(u − Rp=), using the band defined by h∗ and the parallel hyperplane containing the farthest point from h∗ in
UP(h∗). Once the exploration is complete we update UP to UP \ UP(h) and h∗ is deleted from the list of hyperplanes H . The
procedure of assigning points in UP to hyperplanes in H is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 procedure ChooseWeightAndPoint
Parameters ↓ : H , UP
Parameters ↑ : h∗, UP(h∗)
Hp ← ∅
for all h ∈ H do
UP(h)← ∅
end for
for all u in UP do
for all h in H do
ComputeDistPointHyperplane(u ↓, h ↓, dist(u, h) ↑)
end for
h′ ← arg(minh∈H dist(u, h))
UP(h′)← UP(h′) ∪ {u}
Hp ← Hp ∪ {h′}
end for
h∗ ← arg(minh∈Hpmaxu∈UP(h) dist(u, h))
During the exploration some new nondominated points Ynew can be found. This implies an update Y¯ ← Y¯ ∪ Ynew of Y¯
and consequently an update of UP using Ynew (Algorithm 2). This exploration and update process is iterated until UP = ∅
implying that Y¯ = YN .
The proposed process for the exploration is a generalization of the exploration by triangles in the bi-objective case: the
area under each local nadir point is explored using the nearest line, which is the hypotenuse of the associated triangle. The
main difference for p > 2 is that due to the lack of a natural order of nondominated points an exploration can reveal feasible
points that are useful to reduce the search area. This does not happen in the bi-objective case, because a feasible point of a
triangle is never a feasible point of another triangle.
The above procedure is not applicable to points of UP with an infinite entry since dist(u, h) is not defined for such a u.
However, Proposition 4 implies that there exist points in UP with 1 to p − 2 infinite entries. To deal with this, we use all
subproblems with 2 to p− 1 objectives.
Lemma 3. Let P be a problem with p objectives and let P(k) = P{1,...,p}\{k}. Let x be an extremal supported efficient solution of
P(k). Then if x is an efficient solution of P it is also an extremal supported efficient solution of P.
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Proof. Let x be simultaneously extremal supported efficient solution of P(k) and an efficient solution of P . Assume that x is
not an extremal supported efficient solution of P , then there exist a, b ∈ YN andα ∈]0, 1[ such that y = z(x) = αa+(1−α)b.
Since x is an extremal supported efficient solution of P(k), we have yi = ai = bi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p} \ {k}. Finally, a and b
can differ only in the kth entry. Hence y is dominated, the assumption that x is not an extremal supported solution of P is
thus false. 
By induction, we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 6. Let P be a problemwith p objectives and let PI be a subproblem given by objectives indexed by I ⊂ {1, . . . , p}. Let
x be an extremal supported efficient solution of PI . Then if x is an efficient solution of P it is also an extremal supported efficient
solution of P.
Note that if x is a non-extremal supported efficient solution of PI and an efficient solution of P then x is not necessarily a
supported efficient solution of P .
Example 3. We consider an instance of the three-objective assignment problem defined by the cost matrices
C1 =
( 1 50 1
50 2 2
1 2 3
)
, C2 =
( 1 50 1
50 2 2
3 2 1
)
and C3 =
( 0 50 0
50 0 50
0 50 0
)
.
If we only consider the bi-objective problem defined by C1 and C2, we have 3 supported solutions with the objective
points (6, 4), (5, 5), (4, 6). By adding the third objective defined by C3, these points become (6, 4, 0), (5, 5, 100), (4, 6, 0). It is
easy to see that the point (5, 5, 100) is nonsupported.
Since initially Y¯ = YSN Proposition 6 implies that all nondominated extreme points of all subproblems of P with 2 to
p− 1 objectives are known. Since the facets of (conv YSN)N of any multi-objective problem are defined by its nondominated
extreme points, the facets of (conv YSN)N of all subproblems with 2 to p− 1 objectives can be used. Thus, for points u ∈ UP
with infinite entries we can compute the shortest distance between u and the hyperplanes of appropriate subproblems in
the same way as above. In particular for p = 2, we compute the shortest distance between the lines defined by ‘‘adjacent’’
nondominated extremepoints of a bi-objective problem to determine a band defined by local nadir points. Consequently, the
solution of all subproblems with 2 to p− 1 objectives is required. In particular, the solution of the p subproblems with p− 1
objectives is a necessary step of the algorithm. The total number of subproblems solved is hence
∑p−1
q=2
(
p
q
)
, a numberthat
grows quickly with p.
In order to avoid useless different procedures, we can therefore compute directly the nadir point using Theorem 1. After
Phase 1, having obtained all supported nondominated points and hyperplanes describing conv Y + Rp=, we solve the p
problems with (p − 1) objectives (in the sense of computing the maximal complete set). This yields some new efficient
solutions and, using Theorem 1, the nadir point. The points of UP with infinite entries can now be eliminated and therefore
Algorithm 3 can be used for assigning all points in UP to hyperplanes in H .
5. Upper bound values in the exploration
It is usual for Phase 2 algorithms in the bi-objective case to explore the complete band between the line defined by a
facet of (conv YSN)N and a parallel line defined by {y ∈ R2 : λTy = α} where λ ∈ R2> is the normal vector of the facet and
α is an upper bound value. We generalize this kind of upper bound value for the multi-objective case. The set UP defined
in Section 4 will be used. An improvement of that upper bound value in the case where the costs are integer is also given,
analogous to the bi-objective case [3].
Let UP(h) = {ui : i ∈ I}, where I is an index set, denote the subset of points obtained by Algorithm 3 and h is the
hyperplane (with normal vector λ) defined by the facet chosen for the exploration. Let hα be the hyperplane defined by
{y ∈ Rp : λTy = α} for a given value α ∈ R.
A first upper bound value is directly given by the points of UP(h). The goal of the considered exploration is to find all
nondominated points in
⋃
i∈I(ui − Rp=) so α must be chosen such that the band we explore between h and hα is just large
enough to contain all feasible points in
⋃
i∈I(ui − Rp=). By definition of {ui : i ∈ I}
β0 := max{λTui : i ∈ I}
is a valid upper bound value. Because all points y ∈ Y contained in⋃i∈I(ui−Rp=)withλTui ≥ β0 are dominated, enumeration
of all y ∈ Y with y between h and hβ0 yields all nonsupported nondominated points in
⋃
i∈I(ui−Rp=). After all explorations,
using this upper bound value we will find the maximum complete set XEM .
Let us now assume that all costs are integer, i.e. all feasible points y ∈ Y have integer components. We first restrict the
discussion to the three-objective case.
By parallel translation of hβ0 towards h until an integer point is reached the value of β0 can be reduced. This is analogous
to the bi-objective case [3]. Since not all points in the facets of (u− R3=) for u ∈ U are dominated (Definition 4 implies that
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the points of UP(h) are not strictly dominated), we cannot directly use a translation by (1, 1, 1). We must also consider all
facets of (u− R3=) to check which part of the facet is dominated. To do this for all facets of (u− R3=) we compute an upper
bound value like in the bi-objective case.
The facets of (u − R3=) are Fj(u) = {y ∈ (u − R3=) : yj = uj} for j = 1, 2, 3. Let {yl : l ∈ {1, . . . , s}} ⊂ Fj(u) be a set of
feasible points that does not contain two points y1, y2 with y1 ≤ y2 or y2 ≤ y1. Without loss of generality we consider the
facet F3(u). To compute the upper bound value for this facet let {yl = (yl1, yl2, u3) : l ∈ {1, . . . , s}} be sorted by increasing
order of the first objective. Local nadir points are defined by
n0 = (y11, u2, u3)
nl = (yl+11 , yl2, u3) for all l ∈ {1, . . . , s− 1}
ns = (u1, yk2, u3)
and the upper bound of this face is computed like in the bi-objective case [3]. With
γ1 = max{λTyl : l = 1, . . . , s}
γ2 = max{λT (nl − (1, 1, 0)) : l = 0, . . . , s}
the distance to the farthest potentially nondominated point in the face F3(u) is given by
ρ(F3(u)) = max{γ1, γ2}.
If there is no feasible point in the facet F3(u) then ρ(F3(u)) = λT (u1 − 1, u2 − 1, u3).
The distance to the farthest potentially nondominated point in (u− R3=) is therefore determined by
α(u) = max{ρ(F1(u)), ρ(F2(u)), ρ(F3(u)), λT (u− (1, 1, 1))}.
The new upper bound value corresponding to the farthest potentially nondominated point of
⋃
i∈I(ui − R3=) is then
β1 = max{α(ui) : i ∈ I}. (3)
All solutions x ∈ X , z(x) ∈ ⋃i∈I(ui − R3=)with λTui > β1 are dominated and enumeration of all x ∈ X with z(x) between h
and hβ1 (included) yields all nonsupported efficient solutionswith objective points in
⋃
i∈I(ui−R3=), including the equivalent
ones. After all explorations, using this upper bound value, we will find the maximum complete set XEM .
Again, as in the bi-objective case upper bound β1 can be improved if a complete set of efficient solutions is to be
found rather than the maximal complete set. We can ignore the potentially nondominated points when computing the
bound because we have already found some solutions for each of these points. The formula is the same as (3) except that
ρ(Fj(u)) = γ2. This changes the value of α(u). We denote this bound by β2.
All solutions x ∈ X, z(x) ∈ ⋃i∈I(ui − R3=) with λT z > β2 are dominated by or equivalent to an efficient (or potentially
efficient) solution we have already found. We find all efficient solutions in the band between h and hβ2 inclusive plus some
others outside the band. After all explorations we will find a complete set.
For p > 3 the generalization of the upper bound value β1 and β2 is done recursively. In the sameway as described above,
we consider the facets of (ui − Rp=) for all i ∈ I . There are p facets to consider in which we compute an upper bound value
like for a problem with (p− 1) objectives. Since the procedure to compute β1 and β2 for the bi-objective case is known this
procedure to compute upper bounds for the p objective case is well defined.
We are now able to present a general statement of our multi-objective two phase method (see Algorithm 4).
Step1 Compute all nondominated extreme points using the recursive algorithm of Przybylski et al. [12] (procedure
ComputeSupportedAndWeight). Using the partition of the weight set find all supported efficient solutions and
the facets of conv Y defined by the nondominated extreme points as well as the hyperplanes containing them. Set
Y¯ ← YSN and let H be the set of hyperplanes obtained.
Step2 Solve the p problemswith p−1 objectives in the sense of finding themaximal complete set. Add the newly discovered
nondominated points to Y¯ . The nadir point yN is now also known.
Step3 Compute D(Y¯ ) using the procedure described in Section 3 and summarized in Algorithms 1 and 2. Let UP be the set
of points delimiting the remaining search area, i.e.,
⋃
u∈UP(u− Rp=). Initialize UP ← D(Y¯ ).
Step4 If UP 6= ∅ associate a hyperplane h ∈ H with a set of points {u1, . . . , uq} ⊆ UP to explore (h + R3=) ∩ (
⋃q
i=1(ui −
R3≥)) using the procedure described in Section 4 and summarized in Algorithm 3. Otherwise stop, Y¯ is the set of
nondominated points.
Step5 Problem specific exploration of (h + R3=) ∩ (
⋃q
i=1(ui − R3≥)) (see Algorithm 5 described in Section 6 for the case of
(3AP)) yielding a new subset of nondominated points Ynew .
Step6 Update UP ← UP \ {u1, . . . , uq} using Ynew with Algorithm 2. Update Y¯ ← Y¯ ∪ Ynew and H ← H \ {h}. Goto Step 4.
As in the bi-objective case the exploration in Step 5 should be problem specific. It is easily possible to adapt a procedure
designed for the bi-objective case.
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Algorithm 4 procedure entryPoint
Parameters ↓ : Cost Matrix C1, . . . , Cp
Parameters ↑ : Complete Set S
--| Phase 1: Computation of all supported solutions and hyperplanes to be used in Phase 2
ComputeSupportedAndWeight(C1 ↓, . . . , Cp ↓, S ↑, H ↑, yI ↑)
--| Solve the p (p− 1)-objective problems to complete S and find the nadir point yN
--| (we assume here that p > 2)
for k := 1 to p do
entrypoint(C1 ↓, . . . , Ck−1 ↓, Ck+1 ↓, . . . , Cp ↓, S l)
end for
for k := 1 to p do
yNk ← max{yk : y ∈ S}
end for
--| Computation of UP the initial set of points delimiting the search area
computeUBS(z(S) ↓, yN ↓, yI ↓, UP ↑)
--|Main Loop of the algorithm
while UP 6= ∅ do
--| choose weight and points delimiting an exploration
ChooseWeigthAndPoints(H ↓, UP ↓, h∗ ↑, UP(h∗) ↑)
explor3AP(C1 ↓, . . . , Cp ↓, h∗ ↓, UP(h∗) ↓, S l, Snew ↑)
--|With the new feasible points, update UP
for all y in z(Snew) do
updateUPS(y ↓, UP l)
end for
H ← H \ {h∗}
UP ← UP \ U(h∗)
end while
6. Exploration for the assignment problem with three objectives
In this section we describe an exploration procedure for the three-objective assignment problem. In [3] we have
demonstrated that a ranking algorithmoutperforms all other known strategies. Ranking algorithms computeK -best solution
of a single objective problem and have been used for bi-objective assignment problems in [15,3]. The best known complexity
for a ranking algorithm for the assignment problem is O(Kn3) and there are four algorithms in the literature with this
complexity: [16–19]. However, the performance of these algorithms in practice is not identical. As shown in Pedersen et al.
[19,20], the algorithms of Pascoal et al. [18], Pedersen et al. [19] and Miller et al. [17] perform a lot faster than the algorithm
by Chegireddy and Hamacher [16], but their memory requirement is higher.
All methods store a set of candidate solutions for the next solution in the ranking. After each iteration, the element with
lowest cost is picked from the candidate set as the next solution in the ranking. It is replaced by some other solutions. The
algorithms by Pascoal et al. [18], Pedersen et al. [19] and Miller et al. [17] are derived from the general algorithm by Murty
[21], in particular each solution picked from the candidate set is replaced by at most n− 1 new solutions. The algorithm by
Chegireddy and Hamacher [16] is an application of the binary search tree algorithm by Hamacher and Queyranne [22] and
each solution picked from the candidates is replaced by 2 new solutions.
Algorithm 3 returns a hyperplane h (with associated normal vector λ) and a subset of points UP(h) = {ui : i ∈ I}
delimiting the exploration to be done. The area we must explore is B = (h + R3=) ∩ (
⋃
u∈UPR(u − R3=)) where initially
UPR = UP(h). During the exploration we use information from the explored points as soon as they become available to
reduce the necessary exploration in B by updating UPR and by updating upper bound values.
To explore B we search solutions with increasing value of zλ = ∑3i=1 λiz i until one of the upper bound values βi (see
Section 5) is reached. Any one of the existing ranking algorithms can be used.
Before the enumeration, we compute an initial upper bound value α as described in Section 5 using {ui : i ∈ I}. During
the execution of the ranking algorithm new solutions which are not dominated by a solution of S are added to S, the set of
efficient solutions obtained in the exploration. Each time S is updated it is possible to update UPR with Algorithm 2 and/or
the upper bound value α. The ranking algorithm stops as soon as a solution with λTy = βi is found.
Note that during the enumeration we may also find solutions with objective points located outside of B. These solutions
are also added to S if they are not dominated but they do not trigger an update of the upper bound value or the set of points
UPR.
From the CPU time requirement the ranking algorithm of choice is either Pascoal et al. [18], Pedersen et al. [19] or Miller
et al. [17]. Since B is the slimmest possible band to explore the initial upper bound value is already rather small and will
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moreover be reduced after few iterations. Therefore, each time a new solution is added in the ranking we can test each new
candidate solution whether λT z(x) > α. If so, it is not necessary to add this solution. In practice this happens for most of
the new candidate solutions. Consequently, the required memory of the ranking algorithm remains small.
Algorithm 5 procedure explor3AP
Parameters ↓: C1, C2, C3, h, UP(h), S
Parameters ↑: S, Snew
--| Compute one optimal solution x˜ of (3APλ) with the cost matrix
--| Cλ = λTC where λ is given by h
solveAP ( Cλ ↓, x˜ ↑)
--| Let Snew , the list of efficient solutions corresponding to B
Snew ← ∅
--| Let vUB be the initial value for the upper bound according to β1 or β2
UPR← UP(h)
computeUpperBoundValue(Snew ↓, UPR ↓, vUB ↑)
if vUB > zλ(x˜) then
--| begin the ranking
K ← 0
while (zλ(xK ) ≤ vUB) do
K ← K + 1
ComputeNextK_bestSolution(K ↓, Cλ ↓, xK ↑)
if not( isDominated(xK ↓, Snew ↓) ) then
Snew ← Snew ∪ {xK }
updateUBS(z(xK ) ↓, yI ↓, UPR l)
computeUpperBoundValue(Snew ↓, UPR ↓, vUB l) --| according to β1 or β2
end if
end while
end if
S ← S ∪ Snew
We continue Example 2 to illustrate the exploration of the search area using bound β2.
Example 2 (Continued). After Phase 1 YSN =
{(
9
13
16
)
,
(
19
11
17
)
,
(
18
20
13
)
,
(
14
20
14
)
,
(
20
17
14
)}
. We find the maximal complete sets of
the three bi-objective problems. No new solutions are found. Thus Y¯ = YSN and the nadir point is yN = (20, 20, 17).
Next we compute D(Y¯ ) =
{
u1 =
(
20
13
17
)
, u2 =
(
20
20
16
)}
and initialize UP = D(Y¯ ).
Phase 1 also yields two facets and the corresponding hyperplanes
h1 = {z ∈ R3 : 7z1 + 3z2 + 28z3 − 550 = 0}
h2 = {z ∈ R3 : 2z1 + 15z2 + 41z3 − 869 = 0}.
Thedistances between theupper boundpoints and thehyperplanes are approximatelyd(u1, h1) = 3.618539, d(u1, h2) =
1.441531, d(u2, h1) = 3.377303, and d(u2, h2) = 2.905943. Thus, UP(h1) = ∅, UP(h2) = {u1, u2} and Hp = {h2}. Only one
hyperplane is selected for an exploration. Since there is no choice we will use the weight λ = (2, 15, 41) given by h2 to
explore (u1 − R3=) ∪ (u2 − R3=).
Let Ynew be the set of nondominated points obtained during the exploration. Initially Ynew = ∅. Let UPR be the set of
points defining the search area of the exploration. Initially UPR = {u1, u2}.
The initial upper bound value is given by β2 = max{α(u1), α(u2)}where for i = 1, 2, α(ui) = max{ρ(F1(ui)), ρ(F2(ui)),
ρ(F3(ui)), λT (ui − (1, 1, 1))}. We have ρ(F1(u1)) = (20, 12, 16)λ, ρ(F2(u1)) = (19, 13, 16)λ, ρ(F3(u1)) = (19, 12, 17)λ,
ρ(F1(u2)) = (20, 19, 15)λ, ρ(F2(u2)) = (19, 20, 15)λ, ρ(F3(u3)) = (19, 19, 16)λ. Therefore α(u1) = max{876, 889,
915, 874} = 915 and α(u2) = max{940, 953, 979, 938} = 979 and β2 = max{915, 979} = 979.
Starting the ranking we obtain a solution with objective point (18, 20, 13) that we add to Ynew . This point is on a face of
(u2 − R3=), therefore there is no update of UPR. The recomputation of β2 gives no change.
The next solution gives the point (20, 17, 14) that we add to Ynew . This point is located on a face of (u2 − R3=) and there
is again no update of UPR. The recomputation of β2 gives no change.
The next solution gives the point (9, 13, 16) that we add to Ynew . It is located on a face of both (u1 − R3=) and (u2 − R3=).
Therefore there is no change in UPR. The recomputation of β2 improves the upper bound value to 957.
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Table 1
Experimental results for the methods of Sylva and Crema [23], Tenfelde-Podehl [25], Laumanns et al. [24] and the two phase method on (3AP) instances
with CPU time in seconds.
Size |YN | Sylva and Crema [23] Tenfelde-Podehl [25] Laumanns et al. [24] Two phase β2
5 12 0.15 0.04 0.15 0.00
10 221 99865.00 97.30 41.70 0.08
15 483 × 544.53 172.29 0.36
20 1942 × × 1607.92 4.51
25 3750 × × 5218.00 30.13
30 5195 × × 15579.00 55.87
35 10498 × × 101751.00 109.96
40 14733 × × × 229.05
45 23941 × × × 471.60
50 29193 × × × 802.68
The next solution gives the point (18, 18, 14) that we add to Ynew . This point strictly dominates u2 = (20, 20, 16) and
there is an update of UPR using Algorithm 2 which is now given by
UPR =
{(20
13
17
)
,
(18
20
16
)
,
(20
18
16
)
,
(20
20
14
)}
.
The upper bound value remains 957.
The following solutions yield the dominated point (17, 14, 16), the nondominated point (19, 11, 17) that is added to
Ynew without update of the upper bound value, the nondominated point (14, 20, 14) that is added to Ynew with no update
of the upper bound value, the dominated point (12, 15, 16), and then the nondominated point (14, 18, 15) that we add to
Ynew . As (14, 18, 15) < (18, 20, 16), we update UPR, it is now given by
UPR =
{(20
13
17
)
,
(20
20
14
)
,
(20
18
16
)
,
(14
20
16
)
,
(18
20
15
)}
The upper bound value remains 957.
All other solutions until the upper bound value is reached are dominated. This concludes the exploration and we update
Y¯ ← Y¯ ∪ Ynew with the nonsupported points (18, 18, 14) and (14, 18, 15). We update UP ← UP \ {u1, u2} so that UP = ∅.
The algorithm ends and Y¯ is the set of all nondominated points.
7. Experimental results
We have generated a series of 10 instances with a size varying from 5 × 5 to 50 × 50 with a step of 5. The objective
function coefficients are generated randomly in {0, . . . , 20} following a uniform distribution. A computer with a P4 EE
3.73 GHz processor and 4Gb of RAMhas been used for the experiments.We have used fourmethods to solve these instances,
namely the twophasemethod as described above and three generalmethods formulti-objective combinatorial optimization
problems, the methods by Sylva and Crema [23], Laumanns et al. [24], Tenfelde-Podehl [25]. All algorithms have been
implemented in C. The binaries have been obtained using the compiler gcc with optimizer option -O3. The methods by
Sylva and Crema [23], Laumanns et al. [24] and Tenfelde-Podehl [25] require the solution of assignment problems with
some additional constraints. We have used used CPLEX 9.1 for that purpose. In the two phase method we have used the
ranking algorithm by Pascoal et al. [18] and the upper bound value β2. Computations were aborted after 100,000 s.
Table 1 summarizes the results. The number of nondominated points increases very fast with problem size. The
differences in computation time between the four algorithms is enormous. In particular, the two phase method performs
orders of magnitude faster than the general methods. This is not completely surprising because the two phase method
exploits the problem structure and it was already fastest in the bi-objective case. The size of the gap between the two phase
method and the other methods is huge. For example the time needed to solve the 35× 35 instance is 925 times longer for
the fastest of these general methods than the two phase method. We also note that the gap is increasing with problem size.
As in the bi-objective case the time needed by the two phase method is very small on small instances, increases fast with
increasing size of the instance until a medium size and then increases relatively slowly. In Table 1 we can see that from size
25× 25 the time needed by the two phase method is about multiplied by 2 when the instance size increases by 5.
Themain difficulties observed in the application of the three generalmethods to the three-objective assignment problem
are the difficulty of the subproblems to be solved for [23], their number for [24], and the memory requirement for [25]. In
all of these methods, the main difficulties are caused by the number of nondominated points (see [26] for details).
Experimental results on bi-objective assignment problems in [15,3] have shown that generating objective coefficients
in {0, . . . , r} with a larger value of r increases the number of nondominated points and the time needed by any solution
method. The same observation should be done in the three-objective case.
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8. Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a generalization of the two phase method to solve multi-objective integer programmes
with more than two objectives. The method has been applied to the three-objective assignment problem. Numerical
experiments show that the two phase method performs several orders of magnitude faster than general methods. The
difference between the methods is bigger than in the bi-objective case. This shows the increasing importance of exploiting
the problem structure with the number of objectives. In future work, our new two phase algorithm can be tested on other
multi-objective integer linear programmes and also comparedwithmore exactmethods, such as themulti-objective branch
and bound algorithms [9,27], or the multi-objective dynamic programming algorithm Bazgan et al. [28].
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